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Shareables
- Optimization algorithms in smart thermostats can save at least 8 - 10% in heating and cooling energy.
- Smart thermostats in one pilot program reduced runtimes up to 95% during demand response events while maintaining a customer satisfaction rate of 86%.
- Smart thermostat data can be combined with propensity modeling to "micro target" participation in energy efficiency and/or demand response programs.

Executive Summary
No longer far-off visions or science fiction fodder, the Internet of Things (IoT) and smart homes are quickly becoming a present reality for customers and utilities ready to embrace the increased connectivity, convenience, and savings offered by a new generation of smart devices. The promise of new "smart" programs is significant, including energy and cost savings, demand savings, and improved customer engagement with an outlook toward the fully connected smart home.
21st Century Thermostats: Smarter Than Ever

While savings from thermostats is influenced by how occupants set the temperature, connectivity and various algorithms (e.g., that take into account occupancy, weather, etc.) can help thermostats automate savings. Studies have found that these “smart” thermostats can save between 8% and 22% for heating and 13% to 23% for cooling. Recognizing the impact that occupant choices and interactions can have on energy savings, the EPA requires thermostat manufacturers to submit both laboratory and aggregated field data that demonstrates a minimum savings of 8% for heating and 10% for cooling in order to qualify as an ENERGY STAR Smart Thermostat, with currently only seven thermostats qualified for the title.

Beyond energy savings that can be claimed when installing the device, smart thermostats provide a versatile out-of-the-box platform for demand response, revenue generation, grid optimization and customer engagement. This puts utilities in a great position to adopt this technology as part of energy- and cost-saving programs for their customers.

Rethinking Traditional Demand Response

Smart thermostats can provide utilities new or supplemental paths into demand response. By recruiting customers who already have the thermostats installed in their home, such as through an existing energy efficiency program, utilities can enjoy lower acquisition costs by avoiding additional labor and material expenses associated with a dedicated installation. Additionally, by monitoring the runtimes, temperature, and humidity levels of each home during an event, utilities can maximize the load shed of each home on an individual basis. For example, utilities can capture deeper savings from homes with efficient envelops versus those with inefficient envelops, without sacrificing customer satisfaction or increasing opt-outs. In fact, in a recent pilot conducted by ICF, smart thermostats were able to reduce runtimes by up to 95% during summer demand events while maintaining a customer satisfaction of 86%.

Pathway to Deeper Customer Engagement

While the annualized energy and peak demand savings associated with a relatively low cost measure is very exciting for most utilities, the real magic lies in granular data acquisition, control and optimization algorithms, and the connection to the cloud. This provides utilities with a platform for more accurate virtual home audits, home automation, and more personalized customer engagement. For example, ICF is using advanced analytics with smart thermostat data to identify homes with large potential for savings and then targeting these customers for participation in other utility offerings (Exhibit 1).
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2 https://www.energystar.gov/productfinder/product/certified-connected-thermostats/results
### Key Takeaways

The groundwork for smart thermostat programs has already been laid with successful pilots and this technology is poised to take off as customers embrace the benefits of connected and intelligently controlled devices. Smart thermostats not only provide customers and utilities with energy and demand savings, but they also serve as the foundation for building a fully connected smart home. Further, the data from smart thermostats can be turned into insights that better guide utility marketing efforts and can provide smarter control of thermostats during demand events that maximize load shed while minimizing opt outs.

### EXHIBIT 1. DATA COLLECTED BY SMART THERMOSTATS IS A GOLD MINE OF INSIGHTS

This is accomplished by combining customers’ propensity to participate in energy efficiency programs with the more accurate assessment of their savings potential that can be determined from analyzing thermostat data. These insights can be delivered back to the customers in a number of ways including home energy reports, a utility dashboard or the thermostat itself (Exhibit 2).

### EXHIBIT 2. DELIVERED INTERACTIVE CUSTOMER INSIGHTS INCREASE PARTICIPATION

- **Insulation**
  
  You have **sufficient insulation in your home**.

- **Heating, Cooling and Ventilation**

  Your **air conditioner could use a tune-up**. Contact your HVAC technician or we can connect you with one of our trusted partners.

- **Air Sealing**

  Your home seems to be **affected by drafts** and could benefit from professional air sealing.

- **Shading**

  It seems that your home gets pretty hot on those scorching sunny days. **Consider installing internal or external shades on your windows** or low E windows.
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